Frontier of Freedom: Seven Hells
David Palumbo

Introduction
Throughout this entire process, by far the most difficult part was starting. Without
constraints, I stared for weeks into the abyss of infinite possibilities just hoping that
one would grab me. I played plenty of games, searching for inspiration. I spent time
out in the sun just rolling dice in my hand or shuffling a deck of cards, just waiting for
something to hit me.
No such luck.
I decided not to judge my ideas and take the first one and run with it, since surely I’d
be able to edit an idea into something if I had one to hold onto. But for days and
weeks, nothing.
Finally, when playing Settlers of Catan with some friends, I was struck by the theming
of the game. It’s one of a few successful strategy games that I could think of that relies
so heavily on it’s theming to create the verbs of the game that ultimately balance into
a strategic experience. I’m not sure an abstract Catan would make sense as a ruleset ,
but it’s held together by a theme that makes sense out of what you’re doing. So, I
decided that as soon as I found a theme that I could work with, I would focus on
creating a game that came out of the verbs related to that theme.
Some days later, I caught a clip of Game of Thrones where a character exclaims,
“Seven Hells!” Something about it stuck with me, partially imagery, but partially it
was just fun to say. Then cropped up the idea for a board of 7 spinning concentric
circles, and “descending” became a verb to focus on. When I was struggling to figure
out what the action would be, someone at GDC handed me a promotional deck of
cards, and I started to wonder if it would be fun to play a card game to control pieces
on a board. It was the best idea I had, so instead of questioning it, I ran with it. With
the cards and the board artificially locked, the other verbs of the game came more
naturally. Sacrifices and lost souls just seemed to make sense, so I ran with it because
it was all I could come up with.
It shook out alright in the end.

Initial Ruleset:
Setup:
● You will need
○ 2-4 players
○ A Seven Hells Gameboard with rotating play areas
○ A player token for each player
○ A standard deck of playing cards
● At the beginning of the game, each player places his or her token (represented
by the colored squares below) on one of the arrow spaces of the outermost ring
of the board.

●
●

The cards are shuffled and each player is dealt 7 cards. the remaining cards
are placed at the center of the table, within reach of each player.
Deciding order:
○ From the initial hand of seven cards, players must “sacrifice” a card or
cards of their choosing. The most valuable sacrifice goes first.
■ Number cards are worth their printed value (aces low)
■ Face cards are worth 30
■ Special Souls are worth 50
■ Runs or sets over three multiply their sum by the set size
○ These cards are placed face down and revealed at once when all players
are ready

All sacrifices are moved to the discard pile
Play moves counterclockwise from the player with the best sacrifice
■ In the event of a tie, the player who laid his or her cards down
first is the winner
Note: Players must start the game without the cards they have sacrificed (for
example if a player sacrifices 7 cards in order to be sure to go first, they must
start play with 0 cards in hand)
Gameplay:
● Objective:
○ Be the first player to reach the center of the board
● Taking a turn:
○ Taking a turn involves 2 actions:
■ 1: Drawing a card
● A player pulls a card from the top of the deck and puts it
into his or her hand
■ 2: Drawing another card, or making a sacrifice
● A player may not end his or her turn with more than 7
cards in hand
● A player sacrifices cards by moving them from his or her
hand into the discard pile face up
● Sacrifices:
○ Movement Sacrifices
■ Around the ring: move 1 space per card sacrificed
■ Toward the center: sacrifice the prescribed cards for the ring
you wish to leave.
● You must be on an arrow space to perform this sacrifice
● A run is cards of the same suit in order (a run of 3 might be
the 5, 6, and 7 of clubs), a set is cards of the same value (a
set of 3 might be the 4s of hearts, clubs, and diamonds).
● Ring requirements
1: 1 set of 3
2: 2 sets of 2
3: A run of 3 and a set of 2
4: A run of 5
5: a run of 4 and a set of 3
6: A set of 7
○ Special Sacrifices
■ 4 Clubs: ATTACK - Send players one space in a line away from
you
■ 4 Hearts: SEDUCE - Pull players one space in a line toward you
■ 4 Diamonds: BARGAIN - Ask another player for a card of your
choice
■ 4 Spades: TWIST - Rotate any single ring of the board
○
○

Note: Attacking and seducing occur in lines. For example, if Purple
attacks in the situation below, Red is sent toward the center, Green is
sent toward the outside and Blue is sent counter clockwise

Face Cards - Lost Souls
■ All face cards are wild, but some have special abilities
■ One Eyed Jack (Spades, Hearts): Sacrifice to view another
player’s cards
■ Queen of Hearts (hearts): while in hand, the player is immune to
attacks, seduction, and bargains
■ Suicide King (hearts): Sacrifice to move the player closest to the
center one ring away.
When it’s not your turn:
○ Pay attention! You might covet your neighbor’s sacrifice.
○ “I WANT THAT”
■ By yelling “I WANT THAT” after another player makes a
sacrifice, but before the next player draws a card,A player can
sacrifice two cards out of turn to pick up one card from the last
sacrifice
○

●

Playtest 1: Ivan, Elaine, Greg, Tony
Notes:
● Chain reaction “I want that”
○ Is it okay for players to use i want that for a turn that someone else
described
○ Should a tie be resolved by something?
■ The highest sacrifice maybe
● A sacrifice of 666 should be something special. It’s only right
● Players were unclear if they could do two types of sacrifices in one turn, the
answer was unclear
● There is very attacking being done
○ It’s too expensive
■ Lower it to 3?
■ Does it count for movement sacrifices?
● Feedback
○ Theming is great
○ It combines card games that I like
● Players starting on the same spaces seems to make it too symmetrical
● Symmetry may be a problem, the player who goes last is at a disadvantage
● One eyed jack is underpowered
○ Could it steal a card as well?
● The game could lean on the vengeance aspect
● There’s a lot of thinking and not a lot of reacting
○ The Catan problem
○ How can we pick up the pace of the game
● Didn’t play long enough, still need to figure out the strategies
○ Playing with the same group multiple times might be beneficial
Analysis:
The first playtest went better than expected. Not having ever played the game, even
by myself, before, I was having trouble picturing the play and seeing if it would have
the right pace. I also wasn’t sure if players would be able to grasp the rules quickly
enough. I was hoping to see, first and foremost, was the format something that could
be iterated on? Is there a kernel of fun here that I can follow? I was really pleased with
the results, with that in mind.
Keeping the game familiar to card players really helped with the learning curve. I’m
happy with the decision to use a standard card deck to play the game. People were
able to understand the different hands quickly, as well as the sacrifices. They did ask
for a cheat sheet card, something like Catan, in order to keep track of things, which
will definitely make it’s way into the next iterations.

Playtesters were also really enamored with the theming. They thought it made the
verbs of the game make more sense, and also brought a little evil into the game,
making it feel a little more vengeful by nature. They suggested that I lean on that in
future iterations. Tony specifically collected 666 for his first set because of the
theming, and suggested there be some bonus for that, just for the fun of it.
The biggest problem we found was that there wasn’t enough incentive to use the
attack sacrifices, and it was suggested that I lower the cost of these in order to
encourage players to use them more. This would allow players to offset some of the
symmetry of the game in order to create a little more tension and allow for players
behind to properly strategize their way to the front.
In order to combat that symmetry, it was also suggested that I use to two decks and
allow players to hoard cards like more traditional contract rummy games. This could
work, but I’d need to think about the cost of hoarding cards, as I’d need to prevent
players from collecting cards for the sake of it.
For my next iteration, I think I’ll stick with the simple changes of changing player
start position and making attack sacrifices cheaper. Allowing for a full playthrough of
the game might reveal more problems, as well.

Playtest 2: Sarah, Brian, Me
Changed rules:
● Sacrifices are 3 cards not 4
● One eyed jack can steal a card not just peek.
Notes:
● Card hoarding is better than attacking, or at least more attractive
○ Need to reward attacking more
■ Make it an alternate strategy/balance two strategies
● Use the robber rule, like Catan to limit cards, but otherwise not that
● Perhaps look into special spaces
● Pace seems fine
● Hoarding is more rewarded as you go farther down, not great
● The ramp in difficulty is steep, might be good to offer an easier sacrifice at
some point
● There seems to be a dominant strategy: Move until you get to the space and
then wait it out
Analysis:
The second playtest was less encouraging. There wasn't quite as much energy in the
game as there was in the first playtest. This seemed to be because of different players
in a different situation. Because the players had not been primed with other sillier
games before playing this one, as they had in the previous test, there was definitely a
lot more tension, even though the players were all friends. After discussing it with
Sarah at the end of the test, she didn't seem to think that it was low-energy, it was just
that to her, it was a highly strategic game and asked her to be thinking quite a bit.
When asked specifically about the pace, she said that it was similar to the games she
likes. However, Brian responded by saying it was on the slow side.
On a more granular level, the biggest problem seems to be that the size of a player's
hand, (only being allowed to have seven cards at a time) makes cards seem much
more precious. Players were not willing to give up cards to perform special attacks,
and would instead plan to cross the board in a more the straightforward way: I move
to the arrow spot, and then I wait as I build my hand. This is especially true as players
descended into the center of the board, resulting in the stagnation of action toward
the end the game. This seems to be the dominant strategy regardless of my rule
change. Unfortunately, my thought to reduce the cost of all attacks did not seem to
promote the action that I had hoped. It seems that instead of further reducing the
cost, I should be able to increase the supply. Also allowing for an alternate strategy
helped me in the past with a game that was too strategic and too symmetrical, this is
something I could help as well.

Playtest 3: Eugene Justin Me
Changed rules:
● Two decks
● Can have as many cards in your hand as you like
● when one person moves down a ring, anyone with more than 7 cards must give
up half of their hand
● Added cheat Sheet Card, to help move thinking along
● Cannot move and sacrifice on the same turn, so that there’s not just a whole
bunch of waiting.
Notes:
● E: should be easier to move people back and fourth rings, but deep rings
should offer proportional protection
● Move and special should not stack
● More ways to block, more ways to attack
○ Attacking shouldn’t occur in a line
○ Blocking is really satisfying
● Two actions per turn**
● Eugene likes the twisting
● More cards in your hand
● J: Just make it shorter and i think it’s pretty fun
● Something should happen when you occupy the same space
● It feels good to bounce back and forth
● Attacking directly almost never happened
○ Same space can send back
○ different space skip a turn??
● First time anyone finished a game. It took like an hour. Ugh.
Analysis
The first big changes in this playtest were all about increasing supply in order to keep
people from being too precious about their cards. However, this couldn’t be
accomplished by simply increasing the supply (how many cards a player can hold at a
time), because the problem of being too precious would remain alongside the fact
that players have a gigantic hand of cards that they're holding onto. So, like Catan, I
used a semi-rare game event to keep the card number in check. Every time somebody
descended deeper into the rings, all players with more than seven cards had to
reduce their hand by half. Also in order to keep the rate of play up and make players
more comfortable I added cheatsheet card (also Catan-inspired) to lighten the
cognitive load on players. Finally, by only allowing one movement per turn, I hoped to
remind players to always be discarding their cards instead of hoarding them for when
they can move their piece large distances at a time. While this doesn't change the

duration of the game, technically, it seems to keep the action visible which makes the
pace seem a little faster.
Trying to explain the rules without a visual aid was the first hint that attacking needed
to be simpler, but players caught on as well. Attacking in a line is too complicated,
and avoiding a lineup is too easy. However when somebody was ready to attack, Justin
noted that blocking that attack is really satisfying from a defender standpoint.
Players called for more action, thinking that it should be easier to move up and down
the ring segments. However there should be a sense of safety in the final rings or else
the game would never end. It seems that bouncing back and forth could make the
game more interesting. That said, I'm really battling with the length of the game and
those two might be at odds.

Playtest 4: Jerry, Sarah, Me
Changed rules:
● Physical Board
● two actions per turn
● more expensive sacrifices can work for lesser rings. I.e. if you have a run of five
(the sacrifice for ring four) on ring two, you can use that instead.
● Someone moving a ring knocks you down to seven cards, not half of more than
seven.
● Attacks only send back when occupying the same space
● Seduction can pull someone from anywhere on the board, but costs one heart
per number of rings deep
● Queen of spades is the same as queen of hearts
Notes:
● Hard to sort cards what are they good for
● This choice is not meaningful yet- cognitively difficult to think of a card having
two
● Could i draw more than two?
● Try sets of 4 for each sacrifice
● Reward for clearing your hand?
○ One extra card
● Make the values totally null?
○ 4 things to do and 4 suits, make it suit based
● Create custom cards to simplify deck to denote functionality
● Pace needs to be way faster - J
● This is the pace i like - S
● Holding too many cards is optimal strategy
○ Re-implement bandit rule
● Two action is working well
○ Not overwhelmed by options
● Maybe make runs into straights - lessen cognitive load
Analysis:
The rule changes of this playtest were all about balancing the desire to keep the pace
of the game up, but encourage attacking and the little bit of chaos. Allowing any two
actions per turn, not just drawing a card, allowed people to combine moves to
surprise other players. It also serves to break the monotony of drawing a card each
time, whether you want it or not. The players were also encouraged to have more
cards in their hand as a player moving deeper only knocks a hoarding player back to
seven cards in his hand, not half of more than seven. This rule was unnecessarily
complicated, and punished players too much for them to risk having so many cards

in hand. Also, it's worth noting that this was the first playtest that was played on a
prototype board and not on an Illustrator file on a computer screen.
Attacking was also made much easier, or at least less complicated. An attack with
clubs could only be done if a player is occupying the same space. This is something
that happened a lot more often than I expected. It had the added benefit of
discouraging clumping behavior, which I did not mind. Seduction could be used that
range, however, but became more expensive when targeting a player who is deeper
into the board. This is aimed to encourage attacking in early play, but also to give
players some safety, feeling like they earned their spot in the deeper rings. Also, in
order to soften the punishment of getting sent back a ring, higher level sacrifices
could satisfy lower requirements. This allows a player who is knocked back to
continue collecting the cards they were after instead of making their hand essentially
worthless in that ring. Finally, since defending was so satisfying, I decided to make it
twice as likely. By giving another suit of queens the ability to defend, I hoped to give
players a chance to defend themselves more often.
These changes went over well, more or less, but talk during the playtest quickly
became about other things. Namely, it seemed like there was quite a bit of cognitive
load on each turn. It first came up when Sarah said she couldn't quite figure out how
to sort the cards in her hand. It seemed that since many cards could serve multiple
purposes, and that for these purposes a player had to consider the suit as well as the
value of the card, it was difficult to sort of the cards in your hand in order to plan your
moves, which says something about the amount of sorting that must've been going on
in her head. A lot of the talk this round became about what could be done to make the
game simpler. Jerry suggested having each ring involve the exact same sacrifice,
instead of something different each time, or creating a custom deck where there
were no values, only symbols representing what the cards could do. These seemed
like extreme measures, especially since the two players seemed to get it by the end of
the round, but it still illuminated quite a bit about how overwhelming the game might
be. It also says something about the audience: Jerry and Sarah couldn't agree on how
they felt about the pace. Sarah enjoyed that the game was a little bit longer and that
she could take her time with her turns. Jerry wanted the game to be quicker and the
decisions to be easier. It would be difficult to satisfy both of them completely, but
lightening cognitive load seemed like a necessity.

Playtest 5: Justin, Ross, Carrie

Changed Rules:
● Runs are now independent of suit (straights)
● Get one card for clearing your hand
● If holding more than ten when someone goes down a ring, get knocked down
to seven
Notes:
● Carrie twists the board and sacrifices at the altar to cut in front of ross
● Ross does a sweet combo to get back in front
● Ross and carrie are getting in squabbles
● Justin is safe because he started on the opposite side of the board
● Justin: This is going a lot faster than before
● Bargain isn’t great: might be more useful as a big ol’ shield***
● Carrie looks sad
● Ross forgot that face cards were wild
○ Write that on the cards
● Feedback
○ Important to start on the same ground, create conflict immediately
○ Pace is pretty good
○ Turns of stacking up cards - could be livened up
○ Set seduce at 4 hearts***
○ Bargain = bomb tokens

○
○
○
○

Carrie likes twist
Ross like punching carrie
Attack should send you back to the arrow
Nice UI (cheatsheets)

Analysis:
To lighten cognitive load, I decided to totally divorce sacrifices from suit by making
the runs into straights. I was really surprised how well this worked. By keeping the
functions of the cards separated by what can be done with their value versus what
could be done with their suit, it was easier for players to plan and make decisions
about what to do and what to look for. Justin noted that since the last time he played
things went a lot faster, which was a good thing for sure. This was due in part to the
few revisions that had taken place before the last playtest, but mainly because of this
change.
This was the first playtest that contained quite a bit of action. There were lots of
attacks, especially between Ross and Carrie, who had started on the same side of the
board. Justin got by mostly unscathed, and took the lead because that. While the
action on one side of the board was good, I was discouraged that starting position gave
a player such an advantage. Among the chaos, sending a player to the closest space in
an outside ring seemed overpowered. As it would take many steps for someone to
collect themselves afterward. Also, of all the attacks used, "Bargain" was never even
brought up. It's not the players forgot about it, they just found no use for it. However
what they did find was that in the barrage of attacks guard cards were much more
useful, And needed to be more prevalent. This led to the idea that three diamonds
could instead be used for creating a shield.
On the positive side, people seem to be having fun in the conflict. There were
memorable moments for each player, most of which had something to do with the
attack cards.

Playtest 6: Luo, Ross, Me
Changed Rules:
● Set seduce at 4 hearts
● 3 diamonds to shield
● Attacks send you back to the previous altar
Notes:
● Started from ring 3
● Ending is too slow
● So worried about card management i didn’t want to throw away cards to attack
● Getting pushed back is really punishing
○ Might be too harsh
○ Might need to consider the strategy more
○ Like getting red-shelled off the stage
○ Maybe make you give up half of your cards
■ “That’s basically what you’re doing” - Luo
○ Assign bomb tokens to 666***
● Need to encourage people to keep a safe distance if they don’t want to get
clubbed
○ Might be a nice chase
● Everyone was low energy
○ Still finished and seemed to care about winning
○ Played the game sort of straight up without much attacking
● Defensive diamonds seemed to be a hit
Analysis:
For this playtest I wanted to test the endgame specifically, so I had players start at the
third ring. I changed the cost of the seduce action to 4 hearts, regardless of board
position, with the hopes that this would lighten the cognitive load a little more. It
should also help prevent a runaway victory scenario in which a player in the sixth
ring had nothing to worry about. Further, this is the round where I decided to make
the diamonds into a shield to protect from attacks the same as the queens.
On a positive note, the defensive diamonds seemed to be working really well. People
were very happy that they weren't sent back if they could help it. However this is
because of a problem with over-punishment in the end stages of the game. Even
though I had just implemented the rule that a player sent back goes to the previous
altar (arrow) space, being sent back was still huge hit to take. When Luo compared it
to being red-shelled in Mario Kart, Ross said it to being red-shelled off the stage. We
talked for a little bit about how to soften this punishment, but didn't come too much

of a conclusion other than taking the send-back mechanic out altogether, or trying to
encourage players to keep a distance from each other if they didn't want to get hit.

Playtest 7: Tony, Alex, Millind, Abhishek
Changed Rules:
● New board “factory error,” One altar per ring, 6 sections on rings 1 and 2
● Error shouldn’t change gameplay much, just not as elegant
● One arrow should keep people from hiding away like justin did
● Bomb tokens for 666
Notes:
● Sacrifice one card at the beginning, not combo
● Lots of rules for nooobs still, ugh
● “I feel like we should be drinking” - tony
● “Millind is gonna come on a journey with me” - Abhishek twisting the board
● “I think i’m wasting this card..should i...should i… I shouldn’t…” ● Millind isn’t getting it
○ Thinks sets are
● Petty politics - nobody wants to cast the first stone
○ Maybe you have to make it mandatory, cast the first stone
● Storing up cards for 5 and 6
● “I feel like i should be able to help myself, not just attack” - Abhishek
○ Maybe 666 could be a hop ahead
● Sinning could be a legit way to make it down
○ Double attack to make your way down
○ Attacking on the altar
● “I’m gonna attack tony because he played his diamonds” - Alex
● Not sure this is the best group to be playing
● “Wow this is a terrible hand” - tony
● Alex makes a perplexing move
○ Moves away to blueshell
● There’s a lot of madness in the center rings, everyones attacking and
defending and pulling back
● Millind loves being the agent of chaos
● “Second most virtuous player wins”
○ The Munchkin problem
● People are holding onto facecards
● Grinds to a halt
● Mariokart, never get pulled back, just stopped
● Seduce should move you forward
Analysis:
There were not many rule changes in this iteration, But it ended up being what may
have been the most productive playtest. The only new thing I tried to implement was

a rule that was never used throughout the game: the idea that you could trade three
6s for an attack token to attack up player later in the game. This seemed exciting at
the time, but was far too complicated and didn't add much to the game. Beyond that,
this playtest is where the physical board was introduced. If nothing else, that was a big
hit. Reducing the number of spaces in the outer rings made sure that no one could
hide anymore as Justin did in playtest 5. Unfortunately, there was an error in my own
fabrication of the board that led to the outer two rings having only six spaces instead
of the seven that the rest have. Though I personally I'm annoyed with the aesthetic,
this doesn't seem to affect play much. Something perhaps to be fixed if I can get the
materials in time, but not urgent.
Despite the few, insignificant rule changes, this playthrough was really enlightening.
This was the first time playing with more than three players, and it went so poorly
that it showed a few glaring problems with the design. I took a lot of notes during this
round, mostly because the game just wouldn't end.
The attacking system came under a lot of scrutiny. It took a long time for the first
players to attack, and by the time they did, there was so much chaos in the center of
the board that it seemed impossible for the game to end. Early on, players seemed to
be too polite to each other. Even if it was in their best interest to attack a player, they
didn't want to create an enemy. This allowd two players, just by luck, to create a gap
that kept them separated for a majority of the play. As they went back and forth in the
deeper rings, the other two players just lost interest in the middle not really
strategizing or planning on what to do. The game went on for over an hour and a half,
and the more central players spent at least a half hour between rings five and six
alone. While there was interesting, strategic play happening there, the
back-and-forth lasted until even the players that were involved got bored.
In discussion afterward, Mario Kart came up again. This time, however, Tony made
an interesting point: Mario Kart is only a ever forward progress, and in the
worst-case scenario, a player is temporarily stopped. None of the punishment in
Mario kart ever goes so far as to send a player back to redo something he had done
before, and that's what keeps the items from feeling overly frustrating. Furthermore,
no matter what, the race will eventually end, which is more than I could say for my
game at this point. I needed to integrate that into my game. Player should rarely, if
ever, be moving backwards; punishment should come in the form of a slowdown. This
was the first revelation that came from this playtest.
The second was not something so analytical at first. It was just something I said by
accident. Instead of referring to the attacks as such, I called them "sins.” It was cute,
and it made the verbs of the game “sin” and “sacrifice,” which has a nice ring to it. It
made me think, though, that player should be able to Sin their way into Hell. It just
made sense. In conjunction with the Mario Kart revelation, this idea made me think

of the Sins not as something to pull back another player, but to boost you forward.
This led to some extreme changes in the next iteration.

The evolution of the board: The physicality of the game drastically improved
engagement. The final board is a fun artifact to manipulate, and is a point of pride
from the project.

Playtest 8: Carrie, Ross, Justin

Changed Rules:
● Chaos mode: Attacking doesn’t send anyone back, just keeps them from
sacrificing on their next turn.
● seduce from an altar, pulls you to that person, never get pulled back
● Can’t sin or sacrifice after being attacked
● One eyed jacks steal two cards
● Sins can be blocked
● Sacrifices cannot be blocked
● No bomb tokens
Notes:
● Guys don’t know they can shield
● There’s a lot going on, people have trouble with so many rules, especially as
they keep changing
● “We’re almost at the inner sanctum. I like going from color to color, it gives
me a sense of progress” - Ross

●
●

●
●

Blocking a sin is satisfying
First person advantage is a big deal
○ Sacrificing best card would be a good way to start still
○ Justin said he should go first because he’s the oldest but that sucks
because he has an advantage
■ “The oldest person goes to hell first”
Bomb is the only thing that brings you back. Is that cool?
Feedback:
○ Carrie feels it’s a little cheap to block
○ Too easy to block
■ Attack at range?
○ Still confusing
■ Maybe write the abilities on the cards?
○ Reduce cost of twisting to 2
○ Increase cost of blocking to 4
■ People don’t want to attack
■ Drop down to just queen of hearts again
■ Feels like you’re blocking someone from going forward, instead
of saving yourself
○ Sacrifice prices still seem fair
○ Try unblockable bomb
○ Shouldn’t be able to sin your way into the center ring
○ You can’t just look at the odds, people are gonna horde cards
○ Carrie hates this game
○ Ross thought he was doing the right thing, but wasn’t and lost
○ Go back to bargain system

Analysis:
In this iteration I completely embraced the idea of forward progress. There would be
very little backward movement (only to be done with the Suicide King), but otherwise
players could only briefly slow another's progress. Attacking another player forces
them to draw two cards on their turn, and nothing else--basically skipping their turn,
but giving them a chance to draw a shield card so to not be bombarded. Attacking a
player while on an altar space is sinful enough to send you to the next ring of Hell. If
one player stands on altar, and another stands on the next altar, the outer player can
use seduce to join the player in the next ring (on the closest space to the outer
player’s altar space, not necessarily on the inner altar space). These sins can be
blocked if the targeted player uses guard cards (the queen of hearts or spades, 3
diamonds).
This version of the game seems to be much better. Initially the caveats of all the rules
made a game a little difficult to approach, but ultimately it seemed worth it. Play was
faster and more intense. Most importantly, there was much less frustration. The

game went from being an hour and a half to about 25 minutes, which is much more
acceptable.
During feedback, Carrie was adamant about making guarding less common. She said
that she felt that she shouldn't even bother attacking Justin (in first place with a large
hand of cards) as she knew that it was likely he'd have some combination of cards to
block any attack. Whether or not that was the case, she felt that it was useless in the
game became very symmetrical again. Carrie explained that she was uncomfortable
being reckless with her cards and ended up playing the game fairly straight up, only
twisting the board occasionally.
Also, since this group always had the oldest person go first, without bothering to do
the opening hand sacrifice ”ritual,” Justin was consistently at an advantage
throughout the game. This proved to me that the opening ritual is very important
because by requiring the person who goes first to have given up a powerful card or
cards, this evens out the first player advantage.

Playtest 9: Sarah, Me
Changed Rules:
● 2 people
● Diamonds back to bargain
● 2 spades to twist
Notes
● Pace seems good, feels better than the long game
● Sarah felt like she was utilizing each part of the game
○ “Club/hearts seems OP, but I like it a lot” - Sarah
■ Only used like 4 times
● Each sin was used, except bargain
As per Carrie's comments, in this round diamonds went back to being for Bargaining,
using three diamond cards to ask another player for a specific card until they have
one to give you. I agreed with Carrie that because the attacks’ power had been
considerably lessened, the blocking was too heavy of a counterbalance to that. Also,
being able to steal cards from a player more often, would hopefully offset some of the
hoarding that Justin was doing at the end of the game.
This playtest was only with one other person, which is something I hadn't tested
before. However, it went very smoothly. Play was calm but fairly quick. Throughout
the game, there were seven Sacrifices and four Sins to move to the center of the
board and the end of the game, which to me seemed like a good ratio. In the end I
used to some fancy maneuvering to make sure I cleared out my whole hand and got
into the seventh ring by attacking Sarah with my three remaining cards on the sixth
altar.
We used every type of sacrifice throughout the game except Bargain, but after
discussing with Abhishek, who had played in the 4 player round, we decided that it
wasn't really the fault of the move. It may have been a symptom of the two player
game. Neither Sarah nor I really wanted for cards that the other might have simply
because there were so many available to us.

Semi - Final Ruleset:
Setup:
● You will need
○ 2-4 players
○ A Seven Hells Gameboard with rotating play areas
○ A player token for each player
○ 2 standard decks of playing cards (or the included double deck)
● First the board should be assembled. Ideally, no altars (arrows) point directly to
the next altar, though this can be decided by your group.
● At the beginning of the game, each player places his or her token (represented
by the colored squares below) at least one space away from the altar space
(depicted with an arrow and a numeral) on the first/outermost ring.

An example of a valid starting board
●
●

The cards are shuffled and each player is dealt 7 cards. The remaining cards
are placed on the table, within reach of each player.
Deciding order:
○ From the initial hand of seven cards, players must “sacrifice” a card or
cards of their choosing. The most valuable sacrifice goes first.
■ Number cards are worth their printed value (aces low)
■ Face cards are worth 30
■ Special Souls are worth 50
■ Straights or sets over three multiply their sum by the set size

These cards are placed face down and revealed at once when all players
are ready
○ All sacrifices are moved to the discard pile
○ Play moves clockwise from the player with the best sacrifice
■ In the event of a tie, the player who laid his or her cards down first
is the winner
Note: Players must start the game without the cards they have sacrificed (for
example, if a player sacrifices 7 cards in order to be sure to go first, they must
start play with 0 cards in hand)
Gameplay:
● Objective:
○ Be the first player to reach the center of the board by performing the
final sin or sacrifice
■ A player must get rid of all extra cards before the final sacrifice,
so as to end the game with 0 cards.
● Taking a turn:
○ A player must use two actions per turn. Each action may be one of the
following:
■ 1: Drawing a single card
● A player pulls a card from the top of the deck and puts it
into his or her hand
NOTE: Hand Size: Players may have as many cards as they like,
but if they have more than 10 cards in their hand when they or
any player descends to a deeper ring of the board, they must
reduce their hand to 7 cards.
■ 2: Making a single sacrifice
● A player sacrifices cards by moving them from his or her
hand into the discard pile face up
● Sacrifices:
○ Movement Sacrifices
■ Around the ring: move 1 space per card sacrificed
■ Toward the center: sacrifice the prescribed cards for the ring
you wish to leave.
● You must be on an altar space (arrow) to perform this
sacrifice
● A straight  is cards in order (a straight of 3 might be 5, 6,
and 7 of any suit), a set is cards of the same value (a set of 3
might be the 4s of hearts, clubs, and diamonds).
● Ring requirements
1: A set of 3
2: Two sets of 2
3: A straight of 3 and a set of 2
4: A straight of 5
○

●

5: A straight of 4 and a set of 3
6: A set of 7
Sins at the altar
○ Attacking a player on the same altar space
○ Seducing a player on the next altar space

In order to move to the 4th ring, Pink can attack Orange (without being blocked),
seduce Blue (without being blocked), or sacrifice a straight of 3 and a set of 2
○

○

Special Sacrifices (Sins)
■ 2 Spades: TWIST
● Rotate any single ring of the board
■ 3 Diamonds: BARGAIN
● Ask another player for a card of your choice
(Ex: “Do you have any 10s/Face cards/hearts)
● You may keep asking the same player until they have
something to give you
■ 3 Clubs: ATTACK
● When sharing a space with your target, attacking them
will cause them to only draw cards on their turn, not
perform a sacrifice of any kind
● When sharing an altar space with your target, this sin
will bring you closer to hell
■ 4 Hearts: SEDUCE
Face Cards (Lost Souls)

All face cards are wild in suit and value, but some have special
abilities
■ One-Eyed Jack (Spades, Hearts): Sacrifice to view another
player’s cards and steal 2
■ Protector Queen (hearts, clubs): while in hand, the player is
immune to attacks, seduction, and bargains
■ Suicide King (hearts): Sacrifice to move the player closest to the
center one ring away
When it’s not your turn:
○ Pay attention! You might covet your neighbor’s sacrifice.
○ “I WANT THAT”
■ By yelling “I WANT THAT” after another player makes a
sacrifice, but before the next player draws a card, a player can
sacrifice 2 cards out of turn to pick up one card from the last
sacrifice
■ Special face cards (One-Eyed Jack, Protector Queen, and Suicide
King), if used for their special ability, cannot be resurrected out of
turn.
■

●

Playtest 10: Aly (Instructions Check)
Notes:
● Setup test - Can someone totally new set it up according to rules
○ Set up board properly
○ Later admitted she followed picture without instructions
● Got to dealing with no real problems
● Opening ritual
○ “How can I tell if a card is a special soul”
○ This should be referenced there, people won’t go through the whole
thing
● Don’t understand the difference between attack and seduce
○ Instructions are vague
● Setup should say that EACH PLAYER chooses a start point, according to rules
○ She understood the rules, just thought she could set everyone up
● Playing game
○ Need to be clear that sacrifice actions are mandatory
○ “I just want to take a second to strategize”
■ This is encouraging
● “I don’t play card games...this might take me 15 minutes to understand”
○ “I don’t know what ‘wild’ means”
● Understanding that drawing a card is one action and playing it is another
Analysis:
Moving into my final stages, I wanted to make sure my instructions were clear from a
completely naive perspective. In short: they are not. After having Aly, who, by her
own admission, never plays any card games, take a look at these instructions I could
tell that there was some work to be done. To some extent, she just isn’t my audience,
but I should make sure that it’s as accessible as possible when making my
adjustments.
On an encouraging note, the game was set up and Aly seemed to feel ready enough to
play in about 8 minutes. After setting up the board, dealing the cards and skimming
the instructions, we played a couple of hands. On the third round, she paused for a
while and said, “Hold on. I just want to strategize.” I asked her to lay out her plan, and
while there was some flaws in her logic when approaching the game, she was using
game verbs to describe actions that were legal. I figured out where to be more clear
and those will be reflected in my final instructions.

Semi - Final Ruleset:
Setup:
● You will need
○ 2-4 players
○ A Seven Hells Gameboard with rotating play areas
○ A player token for each player
○ 2 standard decks of playing cards (or the included double deck)
○ A Seven Hells cheat sheet for each player
● First the board should be assembled. Ideally, no altars (arrows) point directly to
the next altar, though this can be decided by your group.
● At the beginning of the game, EACH PLAYER places his or her token
(represented by the colored squares below) at least one space away from the
arrow or altar space (depicted with an arrow and a numeral) on the
first/outermost ring.

An example of a valid starting board: Each player is at least one space
from the first altar (lower left).
●
●
●
●

Players are each handed a “cheatsheet” to use as a reference during play
The cards are shuffled and each player is dealt 7 cards. The remaining cards
are placed on the table, within reach of each player.
Each player should also get a cheat sheet card
Deciding order:

○

From the initial hand of seven cards, players must “sacrifice” a card or
cards of their choosing. The most valuable sacrifice goes first.
■ Official ranking
●
●
●
●

Number cards are worth their printed value (aces low)
Face cards are worth 30
Special Souls are worth 50 (see: Sacrifices)
Straights or sets over three multiply their sum by the set size

These cards are placed face down and revealed at once when all players
are ready
○ All sacrifices are moved to the discard pile
○ Play moves clockwise from the player with the best sacrifice
■ In the event of a tie, the player who laid his or her cards down first
is the winner
Note: Players must start the game without the cards they have sacrificed (for
example, if a player sacrifices 7 cards in order to be sure to go first, they must
start play with 0 cards in hand)
Gameplay:
● Objective:
○ Be the first player to reach the center of the board by performing the
final sin or sacrifice
■ A player must get rid of all extra cards before the final sacrifice,
so as to end the game with 0 cards.
● Taking a turn:
○ A player must use 2 actions per turn. Each action may be one of the
following (“a” and/or “b”:
■ a: Drawing a single card
● A player pulls a card from the top of the deck and puts it
into his or her hand
■ b: Making a single sacrifice
● A player sacrifices cards by moving them from his or her
hand into the discard pile face up
● A player must carry out the sacrifice action (i.e. if you
discard a single card you must move exactly one space)
NOTE: Hand Size: Players may have as many cards as they like, but if
they have more than 10 cards in their hand when they or any player
descends to a deeper ring of the board, they must reduce their hand to 7
cards.
● Sacrifices:
○ All face cards are wild: any face card (Jack, Queen, King), can take the
roll of whatever suit or value card you need it to be at the moment. Face
cards are powerful!
○ Movement Sacrifices
■ Around the ring: sacrifice any single card to move one space
○

■

Toward the center: sacrifice the prescribed cards for the ring
you wish to leave.
● You must be on an altar space (arrow) to perform this
sacrifice
● A straight  is cards in order (a run of 3 might be 5, 6, and 7
of any suit), a set is cards of the same value (a set of 3 might
be the 4s of hearts, clubs, and diamonds).
● Ring requirements
1: A set of 3
2: Two sets of 2
3: A straight of 3 and a set of 2
4: A straight of 5
5: A straight of 4 and a set of 3
6: A set of 7
● Sins at the altar
○ Attacking a player on the same altar space
■ See: Special Sacrifices (Sins)
○ Seducing a player on the next altar space
■ See: Special Sacrifices (Sins)

In order to move to the 4th ring, Pink can attack Orange (without being blocked),
seduce Blue (without being blocked), or sacrifice a straight of 3 and a set of 2
○

Special Sacrifices (Sins)
■ 2 Spades: TWIST

●

● Rotate any single ring of the board
■ 3 Diamonds: BARGAIN
● Ask another player for a card of your choice
(Ex: “Do you have any 10s/Face cards/hearts)
● You may keep asking the same player until they have
something to give you
■ 3 Clubs: ATTACK
● When sharing a space with your target, attacking them
will cause them to only draw cards on their turn, not
perform a sacrifice of any kind
● When sharing an altar space with your target, this sin
will bring you closer to hell
■ 4 Hearts: SEDUCE
○ Face Cards (Lost Souls)
■ All face cards are wild in suit and value, but some have special
abilities
■ One-Eyed Jack (Spades, Hearts): Sacrifice to view another
player’s cards and steal two
■ Protector Queen (hearts, spades): while in hand, the player is
immune to attacks, seduction, and bargains
■ Suicide King (hearts): Sacrifice to move the player closest to the
center one ring away
When it’s not your turn:
○ Pay attention! You might covet your neighbor’s sacrifice.
○ “I WANT THAT”
■ By yelling “I WANT THAT” after another player makes a
sacrifice, but before the next player draws a card, a player can
sacrifice 2 cards out of turn to pick up one card from the last
sacrifice
■ Special face cards (One-Eyed Jack, Protector Queen, and Suicide
King), if used for their special ability, cannot be resurrected out of
turn.

Summary Analysis:
In general, I’m happy with how the game evolved. Playtests and iteration thereafter
were very time consuming with such a strategic game, but after all of the little tweaks
the game feels balanced to a point that I’m not sure I could have expected after the
first and second playtests. Like my games before this, part of that is due to cutting a
large portion of the “strategy” out. Until Playtest 7, I was convinced that there had to
be a counter action for every action that brought you forward, someone should be
able to bring you back. I made the mistake of considering that balanced when it was
actually just stagnation. By considering forward progress a default state and not
something to be actively considered by the player, the game was able to find a natural
balance quite quickly and was (after some tweaking) relieved of the most persistent
problems: dominant strategies and a slow grinding endphase. In the end, veteran
players were quick with each turn and were able to develop their own strategies or
mooch off of another player’s.
I’m still very happy with my decision to maintain heavy theming and verbs. I think it
gave all of these rules and moves a reason to exist, and once players were able to
create the fiction in their heads, the different Sacrifices and Sins make sense in the
world in a way that’s reminiscent to something like Catan. It also allowed me to create
a game with a memorable aesthetic. Ross summed it up nicely when he these exact,
unedited words, “We’re almost at the inner sanctum. I like going from color to color,
it gives me a sense of progress.”
Going forward, I think the game could be improved by a custom card deck with
illustrations that highlight the specialness of special face cards, and also have the
cards abilities written directly on them, as the game still has a large onboarding
barrier. However, after one playthrough with an experienced player, the game is easy
to pick up even if it seems overwhelming at first. The board, too, could use another
pass. It could probably be more robust.
I almost titled this “final analysis” and I realized that would be wrong. In summary,
this game could use more careful balancing and iteration. A game with this many
moves and powers becomes very delicate to balance. It is fun where it is for now, but
whether it’s 5, 10, or 20 playthroughs down the line, something is going to have to get
tweaked. That’s the nature of something with this many moving parts. If I would have
realized that going in, I may not have taken in this direction, but I’m happy to have
had it evolve this way. It’s a weird game that I enjoy playing.

